The Long Route
START: Haytor visitor centre (SX765772)
Route: Crossing open moorland and following
woodland tracks, this is a hilly walk with spectacular
views around East Dartmoor National Nature Reserve
DISTANCE: approximately 9km (6 miles)
TIME: Faster walkers should allow 4 hours of walking
time. Those who wish to walk at a slower pace may
take around 5-6 hours.
NOTE: A toilet is available at the Haytor Visitor Centre
and at the Natural England building in Yarner Wood.

The Short Route
Hut circle remains with Black Hill in the background

The short route takes you at an easy pace across the
open moor to look at a few of the heritage features
of the area. It also begins in the car park at the visitor
centre
DISTANCE: 2km or 1½ miles
TIME: between ½ hour to 1 hour
Short walk goes right from here

Follow the first section of the long walk from the car
park, past the old quarry heaps to the Templer Way
marker boulder. At this point, turn right to follow the
granite tramway, gently descending until you meet the
lane. Turn right and follow the roadside back to the car
park at the visitor centre.

Directions
From the car park, cross the road between two boulders
and follow a grassy path through the gorse, heading for
some quarried spoil heaps on the skyline. Listen while
you walk between the bracken and gorse as this area
is a perfect home for many small moorland birds. The
sounds of meadow pipits, stonechats and wheatear are
among the bird song and even the cuckoo can be heard
from the spring into the summer.
Pass through the gap in the rock piles and you will
join the granite tramway. Follow the stone rails round
to the right where you join the main tramway [photo of
boulder] and turn left.

Walk for a few minutes with Haytor rocks on your
left, leave the tramway and turn right between two
boulders. Follow a well-used grassy path towards a
low tor on the skyline known as Smallacombe Rocks.
Arriving at the rocks you can spend some time admiring
the view across the valley. Many typical Dartmoor
features sit together in this landscape from the open
moor down through fields and forest to the villages
nestling in the wooded valleys. Look to the right on
the high ground where another small rocky tor stands.
Walk towards this tor but keep a keen eye open for
stone bases of hut circles. As you follow the grassy path
through the heather look out for long pieces of granite
hand-cut by the “tare and feather” method. This
technique was used in the past to cut the granite with
hand tools.
Continue your walk past the small tor and along the
ridge of Black Hill. Look out for the humps and bumps
in the heather beside the path. These are the remains of

Granite split by the tare and feather method.

burial mounds from prehistoric times. When you reach a
cairn at the end of the ridge you can enjoy an all-round
view, noticing that Haytor rocks are behind you now.
Descend Black Hill towards the wooded valley below
but, when you meet a lane, turn right.
On the left side of the lane, another cairn can be seen
by sharp eyes. This is just a bump in the ground but it
sits at the end of a small stone row. Though this one
is made up of small stones, these rows are another
ancient feature of Dartmoor.

Bovey Valley Heritage Walks
Distance: 9 km (6 miles)
Times: 4 hours
Circular walk
Info: Crossing open moorland and
following woodland tracks, this is a hilly
walk with spectacular views around East
Dartmoor National Nature Reserve.

The Woodland Trust is working to restore
Bovey Valley Woods back to ancient semi
natural woodland. Natural England and the
Woodland Trust are working together to care
for the whole of the East Dartmoor National
Nature Reserve.
For more information go to the blog
www.eastdartmoorwoods.org
Thanks to the Lustleigh Society for providing
information on the local heritage and
historical pictures.

For further information on local heritage, or if you
would like to get involved with helping to save our
woodlands, please contact:
Woodland Trust
0330 333 3300
www.woodlandtrust.org.uk
The Woodland Trust is a registered charity,
numbers 294344 and SC038885.
Dartmoor National Park Authority
01626 832093
hq@dartmoor.gov.uk
Natural England
0845 600 3078
enquiries@naturalengland.org.uk
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Ancient burial cairn on the ridge of Black Hill

The ruins of Yarner Copper Mine

Where the lane drops down into the trees, take a left turn
down a path marked “Trendlebere Down”. The towering
beech trees here mark a boundary which was probably
one of the “newtakes” where, years ago, private farms
were separated from the shared grazing land of the moor.
Walk downhill for a short distance then, using a small
gate, enter Yarner Woods and continue downhill along a
track at the woodland edge. Yarner Woods is one of the
oldest nature reserves in the country and is a haven for
many woodland birds. The pied flycatchers are migratory
birds that have been continuously monitored here since
the 1950s. Lower down the hill the track sweeps to the
right and crosses a ditch. This is a pottery leat, built in the
1840s to take fresh water from Trendlebere Down to the
pottery industry in Bovey Tracey. Staying on the track in
the woods, after some time you pass a small building. This
was built as a pump house in Edwardian times to provide
water to Newton Abbot. Continuing along the track you
will see a set of old iron railings and a path up to a bird
hide at a Victorian reservoir. Carry straight on along the
woodland edge and the track begins to descend, turning
right through a gate, you will arrive at the Natural England
office building. Have a look at the bird hide then leave
the car park, turn right over the cattle grid and follow a
concrete track up hill, past a second bird hide. You will see
the Woodland Centre building near the point where the
pottery leat crosses your route again. Leave this car park,
fork right and take the track uphill past the ruins of a 19th
century copper mine.
As well as looking at the derelict copper mines, study the
woods at this point and you may notice that many of the
oak trees are of a similar size. This reveals a clue about how
the woods were managed many years ago. The charcoal
industry needed oak to be cut to ground level at regular
intervals, when the trees would regrow to a suitable height
to be cut again and converted into charcoal. Carry on
uphill then turn left at the T junction above the copper
mine followed by a fork to the right and continue to climb
to the top of the wood. Here you will find a small gate and
you will be back on the granite tramway, the Templer Way.
Follow signs across a driveway along the Templer Way
and keep following the woodland boundary. From here

you can see Bovey
Tracey in the valley
below where the
historic pottery leat
comes to an end.
Beyond that, you
can see the clay
pits that are still in
use today. As you
leave the woods,
keep following
the line of the
tramway. Some of
the stones have
gone now but
they occasionally
appear in other,
Some of the remaining hand-cut granite
more recent
tramway stones show the wear and tear of
buildings in the
many years of use
area.
From here, the rest of the walk is a steady climb along
the granite tramway back to the start. If you have the
time, the disused quarry below Haytor is a fascinating
place to explore.

Granite boulders show the signs of being split by the tare and
feather method

